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Spelling 2-5-5
By Jennifer Overton
About the show
Have you ever wanted to be a star? Simon’s a terrific speller, and now he has a chance to shine as a contestant on a televised spelling bee. Simon’s brother, Jake, who has autism, unwittingly reveals he’s also a
gifted speller in a way that’s uniquely his. Sibling rivalry takes center stage as Simon faces choices about
his role as the protective big brother and his desire to gain celebrity status.
Show sponsors
Bank of America, Atrium Health, Lise & Travis Hain, Anita & Bruce LaRowe, Mary & Doug McCurry, and The Watts
Family. Adventurer series sponsored by: BlackArch.

Special thanks
to Julie Higginbotham of Precious Developments. Julie has worked as our consultant in the
creation and preparation of our sensory-friendly performances. We’re grateful for this valued
partnership.

Simon and Jake are two brothers who are very different! Find out what happens when
they discover that they have more in common than they thought!

From all of us at Children’s Theatre of Charlotte, we hope you enjoy the show.
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Follow along the performance of
Spelling 2-5-5
Meet Simon and Jake! These brothers spend a lot of
time together, but they’re definitely unique guys....

a
Simon and Jake are off to school. Simon is excited to
hear about the upcoming spelling bee show, but then
Gordon comes to cause Jake some trouble....

a
Jake and Simon’s mother is working hard to meet
everyone’s needs and keep their lives running as
smoothly as possible.

a
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It’s back to school for Simon and Jake, but that bully
Gordon is taking things too far!

a
Jake and Simon’s mother is doing her best to fix the
bullying situation at school. Simon is feeling a lot of
pressure, too.

a
Simon is off to try out for the spelling bee show, and
Laurie makes a cool connection with Jake!

a
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It’s time for Simon to show off his spelling talents!

a
Laurie is so excited to share Jake’s unique talent with
his family, but what happens when Simon realizes that
his talent might not be his own?

a
Jake and Simon’s mother is so proud to see both of
her boys participating together in the spelling bee!

a
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Simon is up first! He’s ready to go, but what happens
when it’s Jake’s turn to come out for his audition?

a
Simon and Jake may be back into their comic book
routine, but their relationship has changed for the
better!

Thanks for joining us at Children’s Theatre of Charlotte for this special performance.
We hope to see you at our other sensory-friendly performances in the future.
For details, visit: ctcharlotte.org/online/article/sensory-friendly-performances.

ctcharlotte.org
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